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Rachov: Agents study complex 

strategy for restoration 

Aug 21, 2012 

Szentmiklos: During negotiations 

• Legyesbenye: The trip initiated at the 

Legyesbenye cemetery where HFPJC agents 

tried settling a long-time dispute which is 

hindering this project for months. Successful 

affiliation with a prominent lawyer has been 

forged, and agents are optimistic that this 

will yield the long-anticipated restoration. 

• Bialy Kamien: In the following cemetery,  

HFPJC agents worked on verifying the 

ambiguous borders. An accurate, pre-war 

map will hopefully be obtained shortly, which 

will enable the final borders verification and, 

subsequently, the restoration. 

• Delyatin: Opposition from neighbors has 

unfortunately stymied the completion of the 

fence. HFPJC agents and contractor personally 

met with the neighbors and arranged a 

compromising solution which will enable the 

area to be enclosed properly. The next phase, 

which will include the restoration of 1,000 

gravestones, will be commenced right after 

the fence construction. 

• Rachov: Due to the complicated works in 

Rachov, HFPJC agents personally visited the 

cemetery along with architectural experts. A 

viable plan to efficiently save the sacred site 

was reviewed and approved. The update that 

the project will be commenced on the 

following Monday was received by the 

descendants with supreme joy. 

• Szentmiklos: Intervention was employed 

in favor of the cemetery, which has been 

badly desecrated when neighbors 

appropriated cemetery territory. HFPJC agents 

forged agreeable contacts which will 

hopefully lead to the return of the cemetery’s 

integrity. 
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HFPJC agents travel to intervene and settle 

opposition to cemetery restoration projects 

Breakthrough in Mogielnica cemetery! 

Resting site of the revered and holy  

Saraf  of Mogielnica zt”l 

His father, Rabbi of Geretz zt”l 

Rebbe Yaakov of Mogielnica zt”l 

Son of Rebbe Elimelech of Lizhensk zt”l 

Rebbetzin Perel, bas Rebbe Yisroel Kozhnitz’er zt”l    

Rebbetzin Gittel bas Rebbe Eluzer of Lizhensk zt”l 
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Bialy Kamien: Contractor 

synchronizes borders with map 

Delyatin: Contractor and agent at 

cemetery. 
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  Trip Chronicle 

With great joy and sentiment, the descendants received the 

groundbreaking new that the Mogielnica project has been launched. 

The following bulletin will be dedicated to describe the project. 
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